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4 Cash
Points
Birthdays:
Oct.- 2 Gerry Thompson
Oct.-4 Sally Williams
Oct.- 5 Cindy Cochi
Oct.-19 David Secor
Anniversaries:
Oct.-1-? Dan & Chris Brown
Oct.-14-61 Bill & Rose Gillett
Oct.-30-54 Sally & Will Williams

As of 6/14
We have 11 points

Congratulations to All!
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Monthly Gathering
50/50 Winner
David & Linda Fletcher

Chapter T’s Director’s
Corner
orrowing a line from the late-great comedian Rodney Dangerfield, that’s how the Chapter ‘T’ director described the
30 members and guests at our last gathering! You’ve got to love a good crowd, especially when it’s made up of other GWRRA Chapter friends and interested visitors who stopped by
and stayed for the duration of our meeting.
Our comrades from Chapter ‘N’ came across from eastern New York to attend our regularly
scheduled meeting, to socialize, and cap their Dash-For-Cash points. After the hellos’, handshakes
and warm smiles, the fun began to heat up. First, it was the natural wit and banter from members’
interactions and later from a Chapter ‘N’ member reciting a “Gone to Heaven…” joke that drew a
round of laughter and applause from attendees. If you missed this meeting, you missed a good one!
We, the members from the NY District are fortunate to have a Dash-For-Cash Program. This
program is the cherry on top of our sundae that encourages NY Chapter members to visit other NY
Chapters. Another benefit that Chapter treasurers love is the potential money savings the visiting
chapter could earn. When you come right down to it…the points are good, the money savings is encouraging, but the camaraderie of combined chapters sharing time together is what really strengthens the friendships. The Program also has a component to ignite the spirit of friendly competition
by earning money for the greatest Dash-4-Cash points among all chapters in
New York.
Is your Chapter enjoying the Dash-4-Cash Program? This is a great program and Hats (Helmets) off to the NY District team for offering us the opportunity to participate in it.
-Name the Mascot: Have you had a chance to see the tornado mascot that
Jim & Sharon Learned created for our Chapter? Every member should try to get
a personal look at the work done to note the time and effort that went into this
project. Now we need the members to come up with an appropriate name for it.
Let’s get those creative minds of our members to come up with suggestions for
the most fitting name to portray Chapter ‘T’. A couple names have been offered
but we would like to give opportunity to any/all interested member to contribute. Therefore, if you can’t make the next gathering, October 23rd, to voice your
suggestion, please submit your ideas to be considered to a team member via e
mail. Once we have a few good names to consider, meeting attendees will vote
for the Chapter’s Choice. Get your ideas in!
“What A Crowd”

B

-Member Recognition: Director, Linda, had the honor and pleasure to present
Chapter ‘T’ members* with recognition items received earlier this month, from Shawn and
Dawn Hayes, Assistant District Directors for Region B-NY. First were Recognition Certificates and
pins for Chapter ‘T’s” Couple of the Year. The Chapter Director refers to them as
the Fun Couple of the Year, Jim & Trish Thayer. Coincidentally, Jim & Trish currently serve as Couple of the Year not only for Chapter ‘T’ but for Chapter ‘D’ as
well.
How do they do it – I don’t know. They both are very active members in each
Chapter, giving their, time, energy and resources.
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Next, Linda presented our 2015 Chapter ‘T’ Director’s, Ted and Janice Zamorski, with their
Certificates of Completion for taking the GWRRA Officer Training Program. Ted and Janice will,
with the help of the Leadership Team, be leading Chapter ‘T’ into it’s 15th year of being a GWRRA
Chapter in New York.
Just think, back in the year 2000 when other’s wondered if there would be a computer crash, a
group of like-minded mavericks and trail blazers were planning to become a GWRRA Chapter.
If any members have ideas, thoughts, etc. on how to celebrate this milestone for the Chapter,
please don’t hesitate to let team members know. Your input is important, especially if you are one
of the grassroots members.
Most of the important things in life have been accomplished by those who have kept on trying
when there seemed to be no help at all.
-Upcoming Events/Rides:
-October 9th, Thursday: 6:30 pm, Canal View, Sylvan Beach dinner. Let’s hope for one of those
gorgeous lake sunsets
-October 10 & 11: Region B Campout, Millsboro, Delaware
-October 23rd: Next gathering
Miscellaneous Information:
-Gold Wing recall: 2001-2011, issue with secondary brake cylinder. Everyone will be
notified when parts are available for service. Last recall was 2011.

-We always try to end on a happy note. Member, Laina, reported that she has been cancer free
for five years. She is now a ‘Survivior’. Give
her a “Congratulations” call if you haven’t seen
her lately.
See you October 23rd at the gathering.
**Ride Safe and Offer More Visibility**
Dave and Linda
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NY “T “Rider Education Page:
Would You Ride with You?
B Y

E R I C

Most of us would hesitate to be a passenger.
So why should someone be comfortable riding with us?

T R O W

Much sooner than my wife and I were prepared, our youngest child was easing into the driver's seat of our old Volvo. We had been through this before when our
older kids learned to drive, but it just seemed far too soon for our littlest girl to be getting behind the wheel of a car. And way too soon for me to once again be faced with
the frightening prospect of getting into a car from the passenger side. It was more than a little discomforting to relinquish the controls and be relegated to the more passive
passenger seat, where all I had at my disposal was an imaginary brake pedal that did little more than trigger Alaina to glare at me each time I attempted its use. I was no
longer in control and no longer had the means of managing traffic, negotiating curves or even avoiding potholes (apparently, Alaina did not have the means to miss them
either). All I could do was brace myself and wince.
I was reminded of our daughter's first days behind the wheel just this morning when Alaina was kind enough to help me get my wife Amy's car to the dealership for
service. With Amy unavailable, the plan was for Alaina and me to drive separately and then she would give me a lift back home. I really hadn't thought how this arrangement would have me once again positioned as her passenger. It had been about a year since she earned her license and I last opened the pas-senger door of that old Volvo.
Unlike the last time though, I was now well beyond the point when she would be receptive to me providing driving advice. She had earned her wings—even passing her
driving test the first time through—and had since accumulated thousands of trouble-free miles in various driving situations. I would have to do my best to refrain from
my instinctual habit of providing coaching and trust that she had learned well. Truth be told, she is an attentive, safe and well-trained driver. She doesn't use her phone
while driving, she demonstrates situational awareness and she signals every move. That made me feel a little better and I was certainly proud of her, but there was no
doubt I was still uneasy. Following distances felt far too dose and speeds seemed way too fast from where I was sitting. I made a mental note to have the speedometer
checked by the dealer as we were surely traveling faster than it was indicating.
If I were this uneasy riding as a passenger in a car, how would I be as a passenger on a motorcycle? Even with someone I knew was responsible and well trained? I'm not
anxious to find out. But that did make me ponder just how much trust my wife places in me every time she gets on the bike and how much responsibility we as riders have to those who ride with us. Here are a few things to take into consideration as we prepare to be joined by a second rider.

It's faster from behind.
I'm told that the back of a motorcycle travels at a higher velocity than the front. If it's anything like
the passenger seat of a teenager's car, I could reasonably agree with that prem-ise. As a passenger,
the ride seems faster and more aggressive. Things appear closer and to move more rapidly and, as
they do, our rearward rider can become uncomfortable. Ask your rider routinely if he or she is comfortable with the pace and proximity to traffic. Let them know you are concerned for their safety
and are committed to their enjoyment of the ride. It pays to listen to your co-rider and respect when
they say the riding pace is faster than they prefer. Show them that their enjoyment and safety means
more than your desire to zip through a series of curves the way you might if you were riding solo.

Things are rougher back there.
Beyond the greater sense of overall speed, routine motions like acceleration, braking and gear
changes can be abrupt and jarring for a co-rider, making even a short ride tiring and uncomfortable.
If you'll be traveling two-up, become a smoother rider. Accelerate gradually. Be more conscious of shifting seamlessly. Brake smoothly and remember that the bike
takes longer to slow with the extra weight of a passenger. By getting your eyes up and assessing the road farther ahead, you can anticipate the need to adjust speed
and will have more time to make smooth transitions from throttle to brake. Beyond the things that can be exaggerated for the co-rider, the weight of the motorcycle
will be amplified for you when riding two-up, especially at low speed. That can make slow-speed maneuvering awkward and may even sap your confidence. Develop your low-speed control as a solo rider with parking-lot practice before taking on a passenger. With a little effort you'll soon become comfortable riding tight
maneuvers even with a second person onboard.

Whose ride is it?
It can be easy for us to set the day's agen-da, the riding style and the route without much input from our riding partner. But the ride will undoubtedly be a better
one if we consider what's comfortable for our co-rider. Discuss the types of roads you'd like to travel, how many miles you want to cover as well as how often
you'll be stopping for breaks, and make sure you're both on the same page. Plan the ride together and be willing to com-promise. Trust me, it will make the trip
better for both of you.

Do you have a "passenger" or a "second rider"?
A "passenger" sits on the back of the bike and is just along for the ride. Unfortunately, if the rider must slow rapidly to avoid a situation, the disengaged passenger either becomes a lump thrust upon the rider's back or reacts with a sudden movement that can compound an already challenging situation. Conversely, a
"second rider" is as actively engaged in the ride as the rider at the controls. He or she actively scans the road, recognizes when a rider may need to slow, swerve
or otherwise respond to a developing situation and works in harmony with the rider. Talk to your co-rider about the role you both play and how you can work
together as a team on your next ride. That can give your second rider a sense of control while helping to make the riding experience better for both of you.

Would you?
How willing are you to hop on the back of a motorcyde behind another rider? Chances are you'd avoid that scenario at all cost. Yet, we often invite others
to ride with us, expecting those individuals to put tremendous trust in our ability to keep them out of harm's way. With that in mind, take an honest look at
your approach to riding, your skill level and your willingness to put your riding mate first. Then, before inviting that person to hop onboard, ask yourself...would you ride with you?
Eric Trow owns and operates the Stayin' Safe advanced rider training program and is the recipient of the 2013 AMA Outstanding Road Rider Award. He
can be contacted at etrow@stayinsafe.com.

Rider ED continued on page 8
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INITIAL SAFETY RECALL
NOTICE - 2001-2012 GL1800

TECH CORNER

with Dave Secor & Lester Bennett

September 8, 2014
September 2014 NHTSA Recall 14V-472
IMPORTANT SAFETY RECALL NOTICE
Dear GL1800 Owner:
This notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the
National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act.
What is the reason for this notice?
Honda has decided that a defect which relates to motor vehicle safety
exists in 2001-2012 model year GL1800 motorcycles. The secondary
master cylinder repair conducted in 2011, pursuant to NHTSA recall 11V
-567, was not sufficient enough in preventing the rear brake from dragging. Under certain conditions there is still a possibility that the combined braking system’s secondary master cylinder may cause the rear
brake to drag. Unexpected braking increases the risk of a crash and riding the motorcycle with the rear brake dragging may generate enough
heat to cause the rear brake to catch fire.
What should you do?
You can continue to ride your motorcycle if you carefully inspect it before and after each ride. Please read and follow the accompanying
instructions regarding steps you can take to inspect your motorcycle for this issue.
A permanent repair remedy is not yet available and Honda will send you another letter when a permanent repair becomes available. If you
suspect that your rear brake is dragging, contact your Honda Motorcycle dealer to set an appointment for an inspection, free of charge.
If you have questions:
If you have any questions regarding this notice, please call Honda
Motorcycle Customer Service at 1-866-784-1870. Customers can
also locate a dealer online at http://www.powersports.honda.com.
Owners may also contact:
Administrator
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
1200 New Jersey Ave., SE
Washington, DC 20590
Or call the toll-free Vehicle Safety Hotline at 1-888-327-4236
(TTY 1-800-424-9153), or go to http://www.safercar.gov.
What to do if you feel this notice is in error.
Registration records indicate that you are the current owner of a 2001-2012 GL1800 involved in this campaign. If this is not the case, or the
name/address information is not correct, please fill out and return the enclosed, postage-paid Information Change Card. We will then update
our records.
What if you already had your motorcycle repaired for this issue?
If you previously paid to have the secondary master cylinder repaired
or replaced, you may be eligible for reimbursement. Refer to the attached Instructions for Reimbursement for the eligibility requirements
and the reimbursement procedure.
Lessor Information:
Federal law requires that any motorcycle lessor receiving this recall
notice must forward a copy of this notice to the lessee within 10 days.
We apologize for any inconvenience this campaign may cause you.
Campaign #JG6 / Service Bulletin: GL1800 #22
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2001-2012 Honda GL1800 Rear Brake Pre-ride
and Post-ride Inspection:

TECH CORNER

with Dave Secor & Lester Bennett

The Following symptoms are an indication that your brakes may be dragging. If you experience any of these symptoms please stop riding
immediately, park your motorcycle in a safe area outdoors and call your Honda Motorcycle Dealer.
• Excessive throttle opening is required to maintain speed;
• A sudden loss of speed when the clutch is disengaged;
• A sudden loss of power or speed even after the brakes are released;
• When closing the throttle, Engine RPM or vehicle speed drops quickly;
• Starting from a stop requires excessive throttle to avoid stalling;
• Burning smell.

WARNING: If you continue to ride with the brakes binding, it is possible to overheat the
brake system, resulting in the rear brake catching on fire.
Inspection before and after riding:
1) Put the motorcycle in neutral.
2) Depress the rear brake pedal firmly at least 5 times and then wait 5 seconds.
3) Place the motorcycle onto the main stand or push the bike onto a level surface to check that the wheels can rotate freely.
4) If you feel a strong resistance or cannot push the motorcycle easily, your brakes may be dragging OR If you cannot rotate the wheel by
hand while on main stand, you may have brake dragging.
If you detect any binding during riding, please park the motorcycle in a safe area outdoors to allow the brake to cool down.
If you suspect that your brakes are dragging, contact your Honda Motorcycle Dealer for inspection. Your dealership will contact our technical support group for specific instructions.
We apologize for the inconvenience and your safety is of utmost importance to us.
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Sincerely,
American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
Motorcycle Division
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NY “T “Rider Education Page: 2

On September 13th & 14th, Chapter ”D” Rider Educator Rick Reardon and N.Y. District Educator John
Van Deusen, held an ARC class. Three members from Chapter ”T” participated in the class along with
other GWRRA members from near and far.
I had a chance to speak to John a couple of weeks ago. He gave high praise to Bill Sweatman, Jack
Bisgrove and Dan Brown. I was told that they worked very hard at honing their skills on the training
course, and should be commended for their efforts and the improvement they achieved over the weekend.
If you have never participated in one of these courses take the time to talk to one of them about it. You
might find out that you could also benefit from taking one of these courses.
We are very fortunate to have 2 very good trainers in our area. Please try to take advantage of the
training they offer whenever possible.
In closing I would like to say Job Well Done to Jack, Dan, & Bill.
Remember let’s be good examples for our fellow riders. Ride

1998 Goldwing
SE 1500 trike.
TriKing conversion with
Auto Self Leveling air suspension. Loaded CB, am/fm
radio, cassette, and much
more. Under 60,000 miles,
one owner. Well maintained
and serviced. New front tire
and Race Tech front suspension, with EZ Steer. 30,000
miles on trike conversion.
Matching touring trailer
included for $16,500.00.
$16,000.00 without trailer.
Phone: 315-599-7725
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Well and All the Gear All the Time.

